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Integrating Concept Mapping Techniques into
Object-Oriented Analysis and Design Curriculum
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Abstract: Information technology (IT) students at higher educational institutions have in general found
difficulty in grasping object-oriented (OO) concepts. They particularly find difficulty in performing
abstractions of real-world problems within the context of object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD).
They are unable to effectively build models from the problem domain because they essentially do not
know ‘what’ to model. Concept mapping is a popular tool used in education for facilitating learning,
comprehension and the development of knowledge. Within the context of OOAD, we successfully used
concept maps to help students understand and master the technique of abstraction in order that they
can improve their OO modelling skills and produce more appropriate OOAD models. We present a
set of guidelines for teaching OO modelling with concept maps. These guidelines (consisting of four
teaching modules) could be integrated into existing OOAD courses at undergraduate or postgraduate
level, and OOAD workshops to help software engineering educators resolve some of the difficulties
they face when teaching OOAD. This paper contains results of our evaluation of the effectiveness of
integrating the concept mapping techniques in an introductory OOAD course.

Keywords: Object-Oriented Analysis and Design, Software Engineering Education, Concept Maps,
Object-Oriented Modelling, Teaching Guidelines

Introduction

MOSTEDUCATION INSTITUTIONS teach object-oriented analysis and design
(OOAD) courses in the context of a software development life cycle e.g., iterative
and incremental, Rational Unified Process or Extreme Programming. While de-
velopment processes differ, they all share some common phases i.e., the require-

ments specification, analysis, design and implementation phases. Each phase produces de-
liverables that are required by other phases in the life cycle. A deliverable may be a document,
a software artefact or a system test plan [1].

A software system is usually complex. It is therefore essential to break the software system
into manageable components in order to fully understand and manage its complexity. The
overall system and its components may be represented as models – abstractions that illustrate
important characteristics from various perspectives. During the OOAD phases, models are
produced to show the type of information processing that is required of the new system.
Modelling a system, however, requires the representation of different perspectives or views
of the system and therefore there are different types of diagrams for modelling each of these
views. Models used for OO development can take the form of graphics, narratives, or formu-
lae. It is however difficult to abstract concepts from real-world problems [2-4].

Despite some of the claims made by advocates of the OO approach [5, 6], novices in OO
techniques in general have difficulties understanding OO concepts. OOAD is not easy to
learn, and a particular challenge for students is developing the ability to abstract real-world
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problems. Students seem unable to effectively build OO models from the problem domain
because they essentially do not know ‘what’ to model.

The Concept Mapping Approach
Students at higher education institutions have in general experienced considerable difficulties
understanding OO concepts and acquiring the necessary skills in OOAD [7-9]. In order to
resolve some of these issues, we presented a concept mapping approach [10, 11] to introduce
concept mapping as a tool to help students with OO modelling. Concept mapping was de-
veloped by Joseph Novak [12] in 1972 at Cornell University and is commonly used for
visualising relationships between concepts. Concept maps are two-dimensional, hierarchical
diagrams that represent the structure of knowledge within a particular domain as nodes (or
concepts) and connecting links. A concept is ‘an idea or notion that we apply to the things,
or objects, in our awareness’ [6]. Concepts are related to each other by a link, and each link
has a word or word-phrase describing the relationship between the concepts. Concept mapping
is a technique for representing the structure of information visually. A simple example of a
concept map is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Concept Map Showing the Key Features of Concept Maps – Adapted From [13]

Within the context of OO modelling, we used concept maps as an initial abstraction of the
problem domain. The structural and behavioural aspects of the problem domain are repres-
ented respectively by static and dynamic concept maps. In order to effectively produce the
static and dynamic concept maps, a set of processes are provided to assist students abstract
the necessary concepts from use cases (detailed description of processes). Students can apply
transformation rules to convert a static concept map to an analysis class diagram, and a dy-
namic concept map to a sequence diagram. Details of the processes and transformation rules
are reported in [10, 11]. The Unified Modelling Language (UML) class and sequence diagrams
are selected for this exercise because they represent the essential static and behavioural aspects
of a problem domain. The class diagram is fundamental to the OO modelling process and
provides a static description of system components and structures in terms of classes and
their relationships. The sequence diagram is selected because it is identified as the ‘major
UML diagram that captures the detailed behaviour of objects in the system’ [14] and it is
one of the most widely used dynamic diagrams in UML [15].

Fig. 2 illustrates an example of how a static concept map is transformed to a class diagram.
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Figure 2: Static Concept Map Converted to a Class Diagram

Similarly, Fig. 3 illustrates an example of how a dynamic concept map is transformed to a
sequence diagram.

Figure 3: Dynamic Concept Map Converted to a Sequence Diagram

We conducted four experiments to validate the effectiveness of the proposed concept mapping
approach using a pre-test and post-test experimental design. The aim of these experiments
was to determine if participants who have been taught the concept mapping technique and
used it as a basis for developing UML diagrams produced more appropriate UML diagrams.
More appropriate in the context of these experiments was determined by a comparison of
class and sequence diagram scores produced in the pre-test and post-test sessions. All the
participants were expected to attend a pre-test session, a workshop on concept mapping
techniques and a post-test session. In the pre-test, each participant was given a case study
and he/she was required to produce a class and sequence diagram from the case study. After
the pre-test, the participants were taught concept mapping techniques (how to produce concept
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maps and transform them to class and sequence diagrams) at the workshop. The workshop
was followed by the post-test where each participant was given another case study (different
to the one that he/she had worked on previously) and required to construct static and dynamic
concept maps and derive a class and sequence diagram from the respective concept maps.

We used one-way paired t-tests and a significance level of 0.05 to compare the means of
the pre-test and post-test diagram scores. When the data from all four experiments was
combined, we concluded that the use of concept maps resulted in a significant improvement
in class diagrams (t89 = -8.2, p-value = 0.001) and sequence diagrams (t84 = -10.3, p-value
= 0.001).

Design of Teaching Modules for the Concept Mapping Approach
A set of four teaching modules for the concept mapping approach was used in the workshops
on concept-mapping techniques. The teaching modules have the following advantages:

• Each module focuses on one specific aspect of the concept mapping techniques and has
clearly defined learning objectives. Each module provides a context for understanding
and applying specific concepts. The modules are designed to be taught in sequence as
each module depends on the knowledge gained from the preceding modules.

• By breaking the learning content into small modules, students are not overwhelmed by
the scope and complexity of the subject matter.

• The modules can be integrated into other courses.
• The modules can be reused, and techniques in each module can be independently en-

hanced.

An overview of the modules follows:

• Module 1: Static Concept Map
This module introduces concept maps and how they can be used to represent the problem
domain:
• What is a concept map?
• Identifying concepts and their relationships from expanded use cases. These processes

are reported in [10].
• Hands-on exercises. Students are expected to work on a case study to produce a

static concept map representing the problem domain.

• Module 2: Static Concept Map → Analysis Class Diagram
This module covers the following topics:
• Transforming a static concept map to a class diagram. These rules are reported in

[10].
• Hands-on exercises to produce a class diagram. Students continue with the case study

that they worked on in Module 1.

• Module 3: Dynamic Concept Maps
This module presents the concepts and techniques necessary to produce dynamic concept
maps from expanded use cases. The following topics are covered:
• Identifying concepts to represent multi-objects in a dynamic concept map.
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• Identifying responsibilities from an expanded use case.
• Assigning responsibilities to concepts using appropriate design patterns.
• Producing a dynamic concept map to ‘realise’ a use case. These processes are reported

in [11].
• Hands-on exercises to produce dynamic concept maps. Students continue with the

case study that they worked on in Module 1.

• Module 4: Dynamic Concept Map → Sequence Diagram
This module covers the following topics:
• Converting a dynamic concept map to a sequence diagram. These rules are reported

in [11].
• Hands-on exercises to produce sequence diagrams. Students continue with the case

study that they worked on in Module 1.

At the end of each module, the students are expected to work on hands-on exercises. The
exercises are designed to help students apply theory to practice, and subsequently assist them
to improve their abstraction skills. The students are expected to draw the models using
pen/pencil and paper. However, the lecturer of the course or facilitator of the workshop may
prefer that the students use software applications to draw the models.

During the workshops that were conducted as part of the experiments, we received feedback
from lecturers, participants, detailed questionnaires completed by participants and open
discussions. We learned that participants in general found the workshops useful and liked
the idea of using concept maps before producing class and sequence diagrams. They found
the concept maps helpful for identifying appropriate components for the class and sequence
diagrams.

Consequently, based on experience gained from conducting the workshops and feedback
received from the participants, we made some changes to the teaching modules to make
them more effective:

• Increase the time duration for each module.
• Modify the guided practice sessions.

The facilitator of the workshop will select and discuss some of the concept maps and
UML diagrams produced by the participants. This will help explain commonly
committed errors and conceptual misunderstandings.

•

• There are three guided practice sessions in each module. Within each module, the
facilitator will demonstrate a sample solution (e.g., on a whiteboard) during the first
guided practice session. The second and third guided practice sessions will be attemp-
ted by the participants.

• Sample solutions will be provided to the students after each practice session. The
students can work from these sample solutions for the subsequent exercise.

• Students are encouraged to work in pairs.
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Integrating the Concept Mapping Approach into an Existing OOAD
Course
In a typical introductory OOAD course, many OO concepts and definitions (e.g., objects,
classes, inheritance, encapsulation, polymorphism, UML notation) are presented before the
various types of UML analysis and design models are taught. Our proposed framework
consists of the following sequence of topics:

1. Requirements analysis and use cases
2. Module 1: Static Concept Map
3. Analysis class diagram (e.g., classes, attributes, associations, generalisation-specialisation

hierarchy, whole-part association, etc.) and UML notation for the OO approach
4. Remaining topics in object-oriented analysis (OOA) (e.g., system sequence diagrams,

contracts, etc.)
5. Module 2: Static Concept Map → Analysis Class diagram
6. Module 3: Dynamic Concept Map
7. Module 4: Dynamic Concept Map → Sequence Diagram
8. Remaining topics in object-oriented design (OOD) (e.g., design class diagram, etc.)
9. Remaining topics in OOAD (e.g., object-oriented programming language code examples

showing domain classes and relationships, OO development, etc.)

This process is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Process for Integrating the Concept-Driven Approach into Existing OOAD Cur-
riculum

Since the evaluation results from the experiments conducted on the effectiveness of using
concept maps as a stepping stone to produce class and sequence diagrams provided strong
evidence that the concept mapping approach can be used successfully, we implemented the
teaching modules in an introductory OOAD course in the February 2009 semester at HELP
University College, Malaysia.

The original structure of the OOAD course (before inclusion of the concept mapping
modules) is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Topics in an OOAD Course

Object-Oriented Analysis and Design
What is analysis and design?
The Unified Modelling Language
Introduction to a Development Process
The UML and development processes
Iterative development
Requirements and Use Cases
Use case diagram and writing use cases
Ranking use cases
Developing the Conceptual Model Part 1
Introducing basic OO concepts: object, class, attributes, and operations
The Unified Modelling Language
What is a domain model?
How to create a domain model?
Associations and inheritance relationships
Developing the Conceptual Model Part 2
Associative types, association role names
Identifying and applying aggregation
System Operations and Contracts
Identifying system operations from use cases
Specifying system behaviour from system operations
UML Interaction Diagrams
Common UML interaction diagram notation
Basic sequence diagram notation
GRASP: Designing Objects with Responsibilities
GRASP: A methodical approach to basic OO design
What’s the connection between responsibilities, GRASP, and UML diagrams?
What are patterns?
Designing for Visibility
What is visibility?
Design Class Diagrams
How to make a design class diagram
Conceptual model vs design class diagrams
Mapping Designs to Code
Programming and iterative, evolutionary development
Mapping designs to code

The revised structure of the course (Table 2) shows how the modules were incorporated.
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Table 2: Amended Topics in an OOAD Course

Object-Oriented Analysis and Design
Introduction to a Development Process
Requirements and Use Cases
Module 1: Static Concept Maps
Using concept maps as an initial abstraction of the problem domain
Developing the Conceptual Model Part 1
Module 2: Static Concept Map → Analysis Class Diagram
Creating an analysis class diagram from a static concept map
Developing the Conceptual Model Part 2
System Operations and Contracts
Module 3: Dynamic Concept Maps
Identifying responsibilities from an expanded use case
Module 4: Dynamic Concept Map → Sequence Diagram
Converting a dynamic concept map to a sequence diagram
Designing for Visibility
Design Class Diagrams
Mapping Designs to Code

Evaluating the Integration of the Concept-Driven Approach
To investigate the effectiveness of integrating the concept mapping techniques in an intro-
ductory OOAD course, we compared the results of two studies. The participants in the first
study, Study 1, were not exposed to concept mapping techniques while the participants in
the second study, Study 2, were taught concept mapping techniques as part of their OOAD
course. While we are aware that we are comparing results from two different sets of students,
we can nonetheless use the outcome as a basis for considering the implications of incorpor-
ating concept mapping techniques in an OOAD course.

Problem Statement
It has been observed that students frequently produce class diagrams that are incomplete,
with many concepts at inconsistent abstraction levels; and sequence diagrams with missing
responsibilities and objects [7, 16]. Consequently, we developed some concept mapping
techniques to help novices in OOAD produce more appropriate class and sequence diagrams.
When these techniques are implemented in introductory OOAD courses, we expect students
in these courses to produce more appropriate UML diagrams compared to students who have
not been exposed to the concept mapping techniques.
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Research Objectives
This study aims to explore the effectiveness of integrating concept mapping techniques in
an OOAD course.

The research question for this study is:

Are there any improvements in the class and sequence diagrams produced by students
as a consequence of using our concept mapping techniques?

We use the Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) template [17, 18] to help us define the goal of this
study.

Table 3: Goal According to GQM

the integration of concept mapping techniques in an OOAD courseAnalyse
minimising the types of errors in class and sequence diagrams, and
evaluating whether the concept mapping techniques improve the

For the purpose of

appropriateness of class and sequence diagrams produced by OOAD
students
the students’ OO modelling skillsWith respect to
software engineering educatorsFrom the point of

view of
teaching students how to develop UML class and sequence diagrams
during the analysis and design phases of a software development
project

In the context of

Subjects
Study 1 consisted of fifty-one Year 2 IT undergraduate students and Study 2 consisted of
twenty-one Year 2 IT undergraduate students. All the participants were volunteers and were
not paid to take part in the study. The students in Study 1 completed an OOAD course (based
on topics listed in Table 1) and were not exposed to any concept mapping techniques whilst
the students in Study 2 were taught the concept mapping techniques as part of their OOAD
course (based on topics listed in Table 2). Information captured on the background of the
participants and their experience with OOAD is summarised in Table 4. The OO experience
reported for these participants is based on the experience they gained from their university
courses that include OO concepts.

Table 4: Background Information on Participants from Studies 1 and 2

Study 2Study 1
(N=21)(N=51)

2222Average age (years)

19-2820-27Age range (years)
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Gender

• male 90%
10%

61%
39%• female

OO experience

• < 1 year 48%
52%

35%
49%• 1- 2 years

• 3-5 years 0%
0%

16%
0%• > 5 years

Study Material
The participants from both studies were asked to work on a case study containing four ex-
panded use cases that describe the functional requirements of the system.

We used rubrics to define the assessment criteria for evaluating the appropriateness of the
participants’ diagrams.

Hypothesis
The following hypotheses were formulated

H1: More appropriate class diagrams are produced as a consequence of integrating
concept mapping techniques into the OOAD course.

H2: More appropriate sequence diagrams are produced as a consequence of integrating
concept mapping techniques into the OOAD course.

Procedure
The participants in Study 1 were given a case study to work on after they had completed the
topic on GRASP patterns (see Table 1). In Study 2, Modules 1, 2, 3 and 4 were integrated
into the existing OOAD topics (see Table 2). After completing Module 4, the participants
in Study 2 were given the same case study to work on.

The participants in Study 1 were given 1 hour to work on the case study as they were re-
quired to produce a class and sequence diagram. The participants in Study 2, however were
given 1 hour 30 minutes to work on the case study as they were required to produce a static
concept map, a class diagram, a dynamic concept map and a sequence diagram.
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Descriptive Statistics
Table 5 shows a significant difference in the composite scores for Studies 1 and 2 for both
class and sequence diagrams. The class and sequence diagram scores from Study 2 are sig-
nificantly higher than the corresponding scores from Study 1 – suggesting that concept maps
have helped participants develop more appropriate class diagrams.

Table 5: Descriptive Statistics for the Composite Scores

Maximum ScoresMinimum ScoresStd
Dev

MedianMeanNDiagramStudy

87816.85350.451Class1
944614.58076.221Class2
43013.32017.731Sequence11
1002026.56459.217Sequence22

1 Twenty students in Study 1 did not produce any sequence diagrams – possible explanations for this may be insuf-
ficient time or lack of knowledge in producing sequence diagrams.
2 Four students in Study 2 did not produce any sequence diagrams – possible explanations for this may be insufficient
time or lack of knowledge in producing sequence diagrams.

Hypothesis Testing
In what follows, we will approximate the (population) average scores for the Study 1 parti-
cipants by the sample means. That is, we will assume that the average scores for class and
sequence diagrams for the population of people who have not learnt about concept mapping
are 50.4 and 17.7, respectively.

If we let µC and µS denote the true (population) mean scores for Study 2 for class and se-
quence diagrams respectively, we can express the null and alternative hypotheses as follows.

H 10 :µC = 50.4 (There is no improvement in class diagrams as a consequence of using
the concept mapping techniques to identify initial concepts and
associations from the problem domain.)

H 1A:µC > 50.4 (There is an improvement in class diagrams as a consequence of using
the concept mapping techniques to identify initial concepts and
associations from the problem domain.)

H 20: µS = 17.7 (There is no improvement in sequence diagrams as a consequence of
using the concept mapping techniques to identify appropriate concepts,
responsibilities and collaborations to support a use case.)

H 2A: µS > 17.7 (There is an improvement in sequence diagrams as a consequence of
using the concept mapping techniques to identify appropriate concepts,
responsibilities and collaborations to support a use case.)

We used a one sample t-test and a significance level of 0.05 to decide between H10 and H1A.
From the summary of results reported in Table 6, we can conclude that the use of concept
maps resulted in a significant improvement in class diagrams (t20 = 8.17, p-value = 0.001).
That is, we reject H10. We are 95% confident that the average score for participants using
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concept maps is between 69.6 and 82.8. This range does not include 50.4, the average score
achieved by the group which did not use concept maps. Thus, we conclude that concept
mapping significantly improves results. We therefore believe that there is an improvement
in class diagrams from using the concept mapping techniques to identify initial concepts and
associations from the problem domain.

Similarly, we used a one sample t-test and a significance level of 0.05 to decide between
H20 and H2A. From the summary of results reported in Table 6, we can conclude that the use
of concept maps resulted in a significant improvement in sequence diagrams (t16 = 6.46,
p-value = 0.001). That is, we reject H20. We are 95% confident that the average score for
participants using concept maps is between 45.6 and 72.9. This range does not include 17.7,
the sample average score achieved by the group which did not use concept maps. Thus we
conclude that concept mapping significantly improves the sequence diagram results. We
therefore believe that there is an improvement in sequence diagrams from using the concept
mapping techniques to identify appropriate concepts, responsibilities and collaborations to
support a use case.

Table 6: One-sample t-test

Sigdft95% ConfidenceStd.Std.MeanNull
(1- tailed
test)

Interval of the
Difference

DevHypothesis Error
Mean

UpperLower
0.001208.1782.869.63.1614.576.2µC = 50.4Study 2:

Class
Diagram

0.001166.4672.945.66.4326.559.2µS = 17.7Study 2:
Se-
quence
Diagram

Discussion of Results
It is evident from the results that the quality of class and sequence diagrams is better in Study
2. At the end of Study 2, we conducted an open discussion with the students and they respon-
ded positively to the use of concept maps. This is consistent with previous research [19-22]
where concept maps were successfully used as strategies to teach students.

Threats to Validity
This section discusses some threats to validity that may affect this study.
Internal Validity. Internal validity refers to the extent to which we can correctly state

that the introduction of concept mapping techniques caused the participants to produce more
appropriate class and sequence diagrams. One of the threats to internal validity consists of
the expectations of a particular result by the researcher. In this context, the researcher was
responsible for marking the class and sequence diagrams produced by the two groups of
participants, and she is fully aware that the scores for the diagrams may bias the hypotheses.
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To this end, the marking scheme was strictly adhered to. However, in order to eliminate this
threat, we should consider using independent assessors to mark the pre-test and post-test
diagrams. We have not ‘employed’ the services of independent assessors due to logistical
problems e.g., lack of funding and time constraints. Note: the case study, marking scheme
and a sample of the marked diagrams were moderated by independent assessors.
Construct Validity.Construct validity refers to whether the study was actually evaluating

what it was trying to evaluate. Study subjects are likely to be anxious about being evaluated
and this apprehension may influence the results. We did not detect any evaluation apprehen-
sion as the students were assured that the results of the exercises would not contribute towards
their overall course scores.
External Validity. The main threat to external validity is generalising our results as our

sample may not be representative of all IT undergraduate students.

Conclusion
A set of four teaching modules were developed to help teachers of introductory OOAD
courses and workshops integrate the concept mapping approach into their existing syllabi.
The first module introduces a procedure for producing static concept maps from textual use
cases that describe the functional requirements of a system. The second module presents a
set of transformation rules for converting the static concept map to a corresponding class
diagram. The third module introduces a procedure for producing a dynamic concept map
from a use case. The fourth module presents a set of transformation rules for converting a
dynamic concept map to a corresponding sequence diagram.

These modules can be used as a stand-alone workshop or integrated into existing OOAD
courses or workshops. There are several clear benefits to adopting these modules:

• The modules provide a good foundation for identifying essential concepts to represent
the problem domain.

• The modules present techniques to help students produce appropriate abstractions of
real-world problems to be represented by UML diagrams.

• Students are explicitly taught how to produce concept maps representing the static and
dynamic aspects of the problem domain.

• Students are explicitly taught how to convert the static and dynamic concept maps to
respective class and sequence diagrams.

• The modules include graduated exercises for students to practise with.

The modules were integrated into an introductory OOAD course and initial evaluation results
have confirmed the teaching modules to be highly effective in helping students produce
more appropriate UML diagrams.
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